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In this expanded edition of the publication Traders of the New Era there
are 3 additional interviews (THE HOUSE Run Swing Investor, The Futures
Scalper and the Futures and Options Veteran), 1 extra chapter (The

Investor Tool Box: Tricks, techniques and methods to combat against HFT)
along with additional improvements . In case you are tired of outdated
day and swing trading literature that is available in bookstores and so
are searching for something more touching the existing market structure

then this book will make sure you you with a wealth of up to date
advice, suggestions, strategies and techniques. It has been especially
accurate following the rise of High Frequency Trading and electronic

markets, but what exactly are the primary characteristics of the traders
that do be successful? That and other answers are provided by Fernando
Oliveira in this reserve with in-depth interviews with investors and

market experts. Many traders fail.
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For the experienced, and those willing to do a bit of thinking One of
the very few books coping with daytrading during the last couple of
years, this book is probably best appreciated by people that have some
prior encounter in daytrading.No, you won't get exact dishes for
execution; who, with an advantage, would just hand that out in public?
If you are a aspiring trader I desire you to get this book.One negative
reviewer has whined that the information proffered seems contradictory..
Of course there will be differing and contradictory strategies. On the
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floor, we acquired all sorts of approaches, and regularly effective
people trading against each other. Success depends upon everything you
have discovered to work for you. Buy this if you have been a investor,
have experience, or if simply beginning, are smart plenty of to
understand that no successful investor will simply hand you their
method. recommended reading, but could possibly be better This book has
some interesting ideas on how algos operating and ways to defeat the
algos. This is not a text reserve on trading and there is normally the
right info in right here. The reserve is very much written for daytrader
beginners, but the author never explain many of the abbreviation that's
used. If you want to learn the cutting edge methods of today and
timeless maxims to profit from trading, purchase it certainly! This is
the practical, down-to-earth version of the favorite finance book
"Market Wizards" by Jack Schwager, in which real-life, "next-door"
common traders that accumulated a lot of profit and experience, are
interviewed by Fernando Oliveira, a former professional poker player
turned into a profitable daytrader. He queries them on their personal
trading policies and golden rules, & most importantly how they have
adapted to the new high-frequency algorithmic trading market dominated
by machines. Three Stars It makes a good reading but only that A good
book about how a bunch of traders are doing . All the interviewed
traders have different styles that you can later on dive deeper into by
buying specific books on those subjects. Its not for newbies that do not
know the trading "lingo" perfectly, yet its essential to absorb the
understanding of this book in order to avoid being taken advantage of by
machines. It is a good reserve for retail at-home investors who wish to
advance in their education of how marketplaces function, and learn to
get a feel of the "marketplace pulse" by understanding what "smart
money" does and free-ride by jumping to their trail. Outstanding! I
hardly understand how anyone could give this reserve a negative review.
I put it right up there with "Market Wizards". But reading between the
lines so to speak, gives the astute, and and specifically the
experienced investor insights in regards to what is doing work for those
interviewed. Five Stars Up todate trading book Thank You! Learning
experience Great book. Great insights An excellent insight into
contemporary trader strategy This book happens to be a must-read for
anybody considering getting into day trading. At initial glance, it
would be affordable to believe that day time traders have gone the way
of the dinosaurs thanks to HFT. A good book about how exactly a bunch of
traders are doing their job with today conditions of market: HFT, narrow
spreads, volatility, spoofing, etc. It also becomes obvious a few
chapters in what the habits are of good traders are, and the patterns
where experience shape skills.We wouldn't recommend this reserve to
absolute beginners -- it takes some knowledge of terminology and the
mechanics of how markets operate and how trades are done.. . Most of the
points in this book might have been compacted to a few pages, most of



the investor interviews has sort of the same points.. But interesting to
learn about the various trading strategies. This is an excellent book!
This is simply a insufficient trading experience showing. Bottom line is
definitely if you're a trader and can pick up just one useful nugget out
of this book then it's well worth the money spent. Yes there are typos
but who cares? But it was obvious most of the interviewees were holding
back from informing the most useful of suggestions, and the author
wasn't asking the proper questions.. I really enjoyed this publication,
and will take away practical insights that I understand will benefit my
trading in the years ahead.. He also has a whole chapter on tools,
techniques and best brokerages to use in order to avoid tips that
trading robots exploit on organic human weaknesses and lack of advanced
tools to put efficient orders.. But if you're beyond the basics and are
just starting to wade into trading with real cash, or you've stagnated
since your big scores in 2008 (another recurring theme), I couldn't
suggest it more. Oliveira implies that this isn't true, but gives a good
idea for the areas where HFTs guideline the roost, and areas where
experienced human investors can still thrive. A very important reading
for knowing how to fight and win in trading. Most of the factors in this
book might have been . I'll most likely reread it very soon... you're a
investor and can pick up just one useful nugget out of this book then
it's really worth the .I'd recommend reading it, but only for a dozen or
so gold nuggets of info.
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